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Where have all the birdies gone…
By Barbara Snapp
For Cathance River Education Alliance
January 26, 2021
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Partners in protection: 3billionbirds.org
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Sounding the alarm
October 4, 2019
Science 366, 120–124 (2019)
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Partners in protection:

3billionbirds.org
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Have your feeders been lonelier lately?
The national picture
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50-year decline

Wood thrush

White throated sparrow

Losses
in Maine
Rusty blackbird
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50-year decline across almost all habitats

Blackthroated
green
warbler

Stellar’s
jay

Evening
grosbeak
Bobolink
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50-year decline across almost all habitats – details
Declining
Total
numbers
of birds
range

Proportion of species showing change
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Uneven response across bird families
50-year decline across almost all
groups of songbirds

Other groups
showed some gains
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The 5 families that have suffered most loss
And those that have gained

Sparrows (new world)
2,268,000,000
Warblers
1,642,000,000

Blackbirds
995,000,000

1,406,000,000
1,024,000,000

555,000,000

862,000,000
618,000,000

Sparrows (old world)
408,000,000
77,000,000
331,000,000

440,000,000

Larks
270,000,000
88,000,000
182,000,000
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50-year decline – some specific examples

Greatest losses for
Canada warbler
Bobolink
Horned lark
Evening grosbeak
(90% lost)
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Extensive threats to bird diversity

Result in habitat loss

X

Result in habitat loss

Most threatening

Most threatening

X

These threats can occur on breeding grounds, and/or wintering grounds,
and/or at migration stop-overs. Most are exacerbated by climate change.

X = not in Maine
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Species
vulnerability
in general
is echoed
In Maine

In addition to climate
change, there are
other factors that may
contribute to declines

Problems in adapting here?
Problems in winter location?

Habitat loss?
Habitat loss?
Habitat loss?
Extensive habitat
preservation?
Loss of food supply?
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More intimate threats to bird diversity

Total =
3.5 billion
birds per year
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From national to local: Maine trends
.

https://www.audubon.org/climate/survivalbydegrees/state/us/me
.
Birds
of Maine

Published November 3, 2020
by Peter Vickery
Co-authors: Charles Duncan, Jeffrey V. Wells,
William J. Sheehan
Editors: Scott Weidensaul, Barbara Vickery
Illustrators: Barry Van Dusen, Lars Jonsson
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Climate change and global warming
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Climate change and global warming
Impact of rising temperature takes many forms
Acute: Rainfall and Temperature :
affects growth of plants and seed set
affects insect larval growth, survival
Plant and insect vigor affects
animals that rely on them for food
Heat exhaustion especially impacts vulnerable young

Chronic: Seen especially in seasonal shifts
warmer spring leads to early insect and plant growth
migrating birds may arrive too late to exploit maximum food supply
for reproduction
critical foods (insects, fruits, seeds) may not thrive and begin to decline
birds that are not generalists and can’t shift foods will suffer most
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Shifts with climate

Net impact is a shift of range to the north.
Wood thrushes will become less prevalent in Maine
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Shifts with climate
Cornell University’s Project FeederWatch – a citizen-science project

Cardinal

Original range was southeastern US. By 1895 reached Great Lakes.
Spread east reaching Connecticut (1943), Massachusetts (1958), Maine (1969).
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Shifts with climate
Cornell University’s Project FeederWatch – a citizen-science project

Evening Grosbeak

Rare in eastern US until mid-1800’s. Range peaked in 1970’s and 1980’s.
Declines may be due to loss of boreal forest, reduced forest insects.
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Climate change and sea level rise
As wetlands flood –
or get filled for development –
these birds lose habitat
Response?
Protect adjacent land
that can become new marsh
as sea level rises
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Shifts with climate – multiple threats
to birds and people

Up to 160 summer species and 139 winter species are impacted by the 3 greatest threats.
6 species suffer from sea level rise and 21 are impacted by urbanization
22
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Shifts with climate – multiple threats
to birds and people

Up to 160 summer species and 139 winter species are impacted by the 3 greatest threats.
6 species suffer from sea level rise and 21 are impacted by urbanization
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Shifts with climate – multiple threats
close to home – 04011
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Shifts with climate – multiple threats
close to home – 04011
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Species vulnerability – Maine’s 187 breeding species
High

Vulnerability
Moderate
Low

Stable

Species at high
vulnerability

+1.5 oC
Sea level rise

.

Spring heat wave

.

Heavy rain

.

Fire weather
Urbanization

+2.0 oC
https://www.audubon.org/climate/survivalbydegrees/state/us/me
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Species vulnerability – Maine’s 187 breeding species
High

Vulnerability
Moderate
Low

Stable

Species at high
vulnerability
+3.0 oC
Sea level rise

+3.0 oC temperature rise

.

Spring heat wave

.

Heavy rain

.

Fire weather
Urbanization

https://www.audubon.org/climate/survivalbydegrees/state/us/me
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Example of impact on one group of summer birds
Warbler vulnerability

Potential extirpation
Worsening
Stable
Improving
Potential colonization
Percentages reflect percent
of Maine's area in which
each trend will occur
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What has helped?

What can you do?

Endangered species protection
laws against killing
breeding programs
re-introduction efforts

Habitat conservation
breeding habitat
wintering habitat
migration habitat
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1 – Support climate policy in Maine
↓
↓

2 – Put decals, nets on windows

3 – Keep cats indoors
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4 – Reduce plastic use

5 – Avoid pesticides

Degraded plastic
enters food chain

They kill birds directly
and deplete food
sources

6 – Drink shade-grown coffee

7 – Reduce lawns, plant natives

Protect
wintering
grounds
They are adapted to local environment.
They are in the local natural food chain.
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And one to grow on…
Cornell University Lab
of Ornithology –
Project FeederWatch
https://feederwatch.org/

Do citizen science

Maine Audubon
Community Science
https://www.maineaudubon.org/
community-science/

Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
https://ifw.citizenscience.maine.gov/

Or support the organizations that do
…and stay informed
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Notes from the Library Lecture
By Linda Aldrich*
How much does the songbird weigh
How much the song
the smallest hummingbird weighs less than a penny
would we feel it light on our hand
do we bother with pennies
a hummingbird takes 250 breaths a minute
can the exhalation move a feather
48 warblers weigh the one pound of coffee we drink in a week
to wake up
we wake up do we wake up
our earth is the tiniest blue eye sleepless and unblinking
3 billion birds are missing
finches sparrows blackbirds wrens
they weigh on us
glaciers weigh less than the water melting from them
our tears are heavier than ice
as far as we know
we are all we know
no one is coming to save us

*Printed in Maine Sunday Telegram
September 13, 2020
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Dedication

Charles Schultz, ~1973
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